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ULTRAPOWERS AND LOCAL PROPERTIES OF

BANACH SPACES

BY

JACQUES STERN

Abstract. The present paper is an approach to the local theory of Banach

spaces via the ultrapower construction. It includes a detailed study of

ultrapowers and their dual spaces as well as a definition of a new notion, the

notion of a «-extension of a Banach space. All these tools are used to give a

unified definition of many classes of Banach spaces characterized by local

properties (such as the tp -spaces). Many examples are given; also, as an

application, it is proved that any tp -space, 1 < p < oo, has an ultrapower

which is isomorphic to an L^-space.

1. Introduction. Ultraproducts and ultrapowers of normed spaces have been

known for some time [7], [2] and are now commonly used by Banach space

theorists. Nevertheless,, they have been mainly considered as technical tools

and basic questions concerning their individual properties have been left

unanswered until now. The present paper is an attempt to fill this gap.1 We

feel such an approach is useful: the theory of ultrapowers provides a natural

framework for the study of local properties of Banach spaces and thus may

yield a better understanding of some geometric situations. This paper can be

viewed as a continuation of §6 of [15], which included some results connec-

ting ultrapowers and finite representability. Let us also mention that

ultrapowers have been used recently by Dacunha-Castelle and Krivine [3] in

their work on subspaces of L, and by the author in order to solve the

so-called problem of envelopes [16].

As was pointed out by the referee, the study of ultrapowers of Banach

spaces is closely connected with the "nonstandard hull" construction of

nonstandard analysis and especially with work of Luxemburg, Ward Henson,

Moore ([17], [18]). Although these two lines of research have been carried on

very separately, they are quite close to each other in detail and spirit and it is

not difficult to translate a given result from one theory to another.

Before we describe in some detail the content of the paper, we recall some

definitions from [2] or [15]. Notations are standard and come from [11] or

[15].
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Let (E¡)¡eI be a set of Banach spaces; ^L an ultrafilter on the set /; let ILj

be the set of mappings (x¡)iet such that x, E E, and for some X, \\x¡\\ < X for

any i. n0 is endowed with the seminorm || || defined by ||(x()je/|| =

lim% \\x,\\.
The set N of elements of Ho with seminorm 0 is a subspace of IXj.

Definition 1.1. The ultraproduct n,e/ EJ% of the spaces (Et)te¡ is the

quotient space Ti0/N.

If x = (x,),e/ is in n0, then the norm of x + N as an element of the

ultrapower U0/N is given by the expression lim%||x,||.

Let /«,((£,),<=/) be the space n0 endowed with the supremum norm.

n,e/ Ej/% can be viewed as the quotient space /00((£',),e/)/iv', therefore it is

a Banach space.

When all the spaces (E¡)¡el are identical, we use the word ultrapower

instead of ultraproduct; E1 /% denotes the ultrapower; the canonical embed-

ding from E into E1/6^ is the mapping which associates to a given element x

the element of E'/fyi given by the constant function equal to x.

It should be noted that if E is finite dimensional, E'/^i is isomorphic to E

(because the unit cell of E is compact).

For this reason, in the theorems as well as in the proofs, Banach spaces will

be implicitly assumed to be infinite dimensional. The corresponding proofs in

the finite dimensional case will be omitted.

Definition 1.2. Let E, F be Banach spaces, E E F; F is a u-extension of E

if there exist an ultrapower of E, E'/^l, and a mapping <b: F-> E1'/% such

that:

(i) <j> is an isometry from F into E'/%.

(ii) $ \ E is the canonical embedding from E into E'/^ll.

Definition 1.2 has an "isomorphic" analog:

Definition 1.3. Let E, F be Banach spaces, E Q F; Fis a weak u-extension

of E if there exist an ultrapower of E, E'/%, and a mapping <p: F-+ E1/°IL

such that

(i) <f> is an isomorphism from F into E1 /%.

(ii) <b \ E is the canonical embedding from E into E'/%.

Remark. Any weak «-extension of E is isomorphic to a «-extension of E.

Using the above definitions it is possible to enlarge a given class C of

Banach spaces in such a way that some of the local properties of the elements

of C are preserved. For example, the following observation, already made in

[15], is the starting point of our work:

Proposition 1.1. Let E, F be Banach spaces; the following conditions are

equivalent:

(i) F is a subspace of some ultrapower of E.
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(ii) For any finite dimensional subspace A of F and any e > 0, there exists a

subspace B of E,\ + e-isomorphic to A.

When (i) or (ii) holds we say F is finitely representable in E.

Definition 1.4. Let E be a Banach space; we let S(E) he the smallest class

of Banach spaces containing E, closed under isometry, ultrapowers and the

formation of subspaces.

Similarly we let Q(E) be the smallest class closed under isometry,

ultrapowers and the formation of quotient spaces and containing E as an

element.

Definition 1.5. Let C be a class of Banach spaces. We let G denote the

class of Banach spaces E such that some element F of C is isometric to a

«-extension of E.

Similarly, G denotes the class of Banach spaces E such that some element F

of C is isometric to an ultrapower of E.

We now describe the organization of the paper.

In §2, we study ultrapowers and their dual spaces. Thus, if E is a given

space, (E'/GlL)* is isometric to F*7/% for any ultrafilter <&. on a set 7 if and

only if E is super-reflexive. When E is not super-reflexive we still have some

information on (E1 /<%,)*; for example, we show that (E1 /%)* is a u-

extension of E*'/%.

§3 is devoted to «-extensions; we recall an alternative definition of «-

extensions and weak-«-extensions, more local in character. We also prove

that if E is a complemented subspace of F and F is a subspace of an

ultrapower of E, then F is a weak-M-extension of E.

In §4, we apply the preceding results to the study of the classes S(E),

Q(E), G, G defined above:
(1) We prove some duality theorems on the classes S(E) and Q(E*). As

•S^Ti) is the class of Banach spaces finitely representable in E, we have a

satisfactory answer to the rather vague question: "what is the dual notion for

finite-representability?"

(2) We show that the operation which enables us to go from a class C to the

class G formalizes a procedure which has been used in several places in the

theory of Banach spaces. Thus if C is the class of spaces isomorphic to an

Lp-space, G is the class of tp -spaces [9]; if C is the class of spaces isomorphic

to a Banach lattice, G is the class of spaces with a local unconditional

structure. Using general theorems about «-extensions we prove some closure

properties for the class Q. We also give the following characterization of G

when C is closed under isomorphism and ultrapowers:

E E G if and only if E** is a complemented subspace of a Banach space F

which belongs to C and is finitely-representable in E.

In the case of spaces with a local unconditional structure this is an

improvement of results of [5].
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(3) Concerning the class G we show the following result:

Theorem, (i) If E is an ñp-space, 1 < p < oo, there exists an ultrapower of

E, E1/^, isomorphic to an Lp-space.

(ii) If E is complemented in an Lx-space (resp. in a C(K)-space), there exists

an ultrapower of E, E'/^ll, isomorphic to an Lx-space (resp. a C(K)-space).

This theorem answers an unpublished question of Krivine; the new infor-

mation it gives on tp -spaces shows, inter aha, that there is no hope to single

out the spaces isomorphic to an Lp -space from the tp -spaces by a set of

formulas in the style of [8] or [15].

The proof of the theorem combines the Pelczynski decomposition method

with a result taken from model theory, due originally to Keisler (see [1]) and

extended by Shelah [14].

The results which come from model theory are proved in an appendix so

that the text itself can be read without any familiarity with mathematical

logic.

2. Ultrapowers and their dual spaces.

2.1. Iteration of ultrapowers.

Proposition 2.1. Let Ebea Banach space; $1 and T be ultrafilters on sets I

and J respectively; the ultrapower (EI/6Ü,Y/CV is isometric to EIXJ/% X T

where % X T is defined by: X E % X T if and only if [j: {/: (/,/) E X) E
%}ET.

Proof. We recall Definition 1.1 and we let TIq be the set of mappings xy

such that Xy E E and for some X, \\x¡j\\ <X for every pair (/,/). For any

element x = (xiJ)iJeIXJ of IXj we let <pj(x) be the element of £7/% given by

(xo)ieï> we let <KX) be the element of (EI/6Ü,y/cV given by (4>j(x))jeJ.

Clearly <j> is linear.

To see that <b is onto it is enough to observe that any element x in

(E'/6Hy/cV can be given by mapping (xj)JeJ with ||x;|| < ||x||; similarly x}

can be given by (x¡j)ieI with H^H < ||jc,||. It remains to show that if ||x||

denotes the seminorm of the element x of L\, ||<f>(*)ll = ||*||» fr°m this fact it

follows that if N denotes the set of elements of IXj with seminorm zero, L\/N

is isometric to (EI/(hY/cï. Now assume ||x|| = a and let e > 0; let X = {/:

{/: | H^ll - «| < e) E %}; X E V; for any/ in X we get | ||*/x)|| - a\ <
c hence | \\4>(x)\\ - a\ < e; as e is arbitrary we have ||<K*)II = IWI-

The next result is a consequence of a deep result of Keisler and Shelah; it

will be used subsequently in this paper. The proof is given in the appendix.

Theorem 2.1. Let E be a Banach space, % an ultrafilter on a set I; T an

ultrafilter on a set J; there exists a set K and an ultrafilter % on K such that

the spaces (E'/G)i)K/% and(EJ/cf)K/sHS are isometric.
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Another theorem from model theory will be used in this paper and proved

in the appendix:

Theorem 2.2. Let E be a Banach space, F a separable subspace of E; there

exists a separable subspace L, F E L C E, such that L and E have isometric

ultrapowers. Furthermore if E is a Banach lattice, we may assume L is a

sublattice of E.

2.2. 77ze dual ofE'/%. Let E''/% be an ultrapower of E; for any element

/of E*J/%,f = (fi)ie„ let j(f) he the linear functional on E1'/% defined by

J(fÁ(x¡)iei) = um<&/(*;)• It is easy to see that 7 is well defined and that it is

an isometric embedding from E*1/6^ into (£7/%)*. A natural question is

the following: When is E*1/% equal to (7i//%)*? (By this, we mean when is

j onto?) The answer is given by the next result, which is a restatement of

results contained in [17], [18] and whose proof will be omitted.

Theorem 2.3. Let E be a Banach space; the following conditions are

equivalent:

(i) E is super-reflexive.

(ii) For any ultrafilter <&, (E'/^l)* is equal to E*'/%.

(iii) There exists a nontrivial ultrafilter % oai N such that (£N/%)* is equal

toE*N/%.

Remarks. (1) When we say (E1/%)* is equal to E*1/6^ we mean

(formally) that the above defined./' is onto.

(2) A super-reflexive Banach space is a Banach space E such that any F

finitely representable in E is reflexive. By Proposition 1.1, £ is super-reflexive

if and only if any ultrapower of E is reflexive.

Even when E is not super-reflexive, the spaces £*7/% and (E1/6^)* are

still locally quite similar.

Theorem 2.4. Let E be a Banach space, % íjai ultrafilter on a set I, there

exist an ultrafilter T oai a set J and a mapping $: (E1/%)* -» (E*I/CHY/CV

such that:

1. <p « íiai isometry from (E1/6^)* onto a strongly complemented subspace of

(71*7%//^.
2. <p \ E*'/% is the canonical embedding from E*1/6^ into (7i*//(^//cV.

Remark. (1) By strongly complemented subspace, we mean a subspace on

which there is a projection of norm 1.

(2) The above theorem should be compared to Theorem 6.4 of [15], where it

is proved that there exists an isometry <b from E** onto a strongly comple-

mented subspace of some ultrapower El'/%, <j> \ E being the canonical

embedding.

To prove the theorem, we need a lemma which can be compared to the
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so-called principle of local reflexivity [10]; in order to state the lemma we

introduce some notations; we assume

(&)i<k</> are given elements in (EJ/%)*,

(/m)i<m<9 are given elements in E*''/%,

(JC/i)i<n<r are given elements in E1/6^,

(«m*)i<m<?;i<*<, are given real numbers.

We let

\--

P-kn = &(*„). I < k< p,\ <n< r.

We assume that for any k there is an index m with gk = fm + '%pk-\cimkgk.

Lemma 2.2. For any strictly positive real e, there exists a sequence hx,...,

of elements ofE*'/^L such that

fm + S  «mkh
k-\

< Xm + e,    1 < m < q,

\hk(x„) - ftj < e> 1 < A: < p; 1 < ai < r.

Proof of the lemma. Assume that/m is given by (f^)ieI; similarly, x„ is

given by (x£)ieJ. To prove the lemma it is enough to find elements h'k, i G 7,

1 < k < p, and a set X in % such that for any í in X, the following

inequalities hold

\fm +   2    «mkhk
*«1

< K, + e,       \hl(x!) - pj < e.

Then, if hk is the element of £*7/% given by (hk),eI, the sequence (AA),<fc</)

meets the requirements of the lemma. (Notice that for some mk, \\hk\\ < A^

+ 6.)

From now on, we consider the space EP X R (endowed with the supremum

norm); we notice that (Ep X R)7/^ is canonically isometric to (E'/^Hy X

R; if (A¡)ieI are subsets of Ep x R we let IIie/ 4/% be the set of elements

equal to some element (*,),<=/ with x¡ E A¡. We let:

B'm be the set of elements v'm(u), ||«|| < 1 where v'm = (amXu,..., a^u,

f!n(") -Kr-elKmKqanduEE.
yl„ = (0,..., 0, - x'n, 0,..., 0, pkn - e) where -x'n is the ¿th factor,

1. < k < p, 1 < n < r.
ZL ■ (Ô» • • • » 0, xj, 0,..., 0, - /¿¿n - e) where xj is the kth factor, 1 < k

< p, I < n < r.
-1=(0,...,0,...,0, -1).

Also, if « is a variable ranging over E1 /%, u = («,),6/, we let
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Bm = (vm(u), \\u|| < 1} where vm(u) is the element of (Ep X R)7/% given

by («¿(«/))/e/-

v*n= (yDiei

Zkn ~ (zkn)ier

It is easy to see that LT,6//i¿/íÍL Ç /jm. We let H¡ be the convex hull of the

sets B'm, 1 < m < p, and of the elementsy¿„, z¿,, 1 < k < p, 1 < n < r and

— 1. Similarly K is the convex hull of the sets Bm, 1 < m < p, and of the

elements ykn, zkn, 1 < k < p, 1 < « < r, and -1. We claim II/e/Ä)/% £

AT. This follows from the next sublemma.

Sublemma. Let s be a fixed integer and assume H¡ is the convex hull of s

convex sets (C¡¡)x<¡<í; then LT/e/ H¡/% is included in the convex hull of the

sets n,e/ Q/^L, 1 < / < s.

To prove the sublemma, let /,- = 2Y//Wtf with 2/.1yly = 1 and wu E Q, if

lim%y,v = y, and if w, is the element of LT/6/Q/<?l, given by (w,7),e/ we get

' = (f,)/E/ = 2/_iy/>V/ and 2/=Iy/ = 1, so that t is in the convex hull of the

sets n<6/ClV/%, 1 < / < s.

Now let g be the linear functional on (E'/^y X R such that

p
g(wx, . . . , W, |) =  2   gp(wp) + Í

k-l

From the hypotheses, it follows that ||g|| < 1 + 2£„i||g¿|| and that g is

< - e on K; if 8(K) is equal to inf{||ü||: v E K) we get

8(K)>t\\g\\-x.

From this inequality and the inclusion Hie¡H¡/ty, Q K we get

{i:8(Hi)>e\\g\\-x/2}E%.

This, in turn, shows that if H[ is the set of elements of Ep x R whose

distance to H¡ is strictly smaller than e|| g|r'/4 then

{/:0E///} E%.

H¡ is convex and open, therefore there exists a linear functional h' onEp X R

which is strictly negative on H¡ (hence on H¡); we may assume h'(-1) = -1

so that h' is given by a sequence (h'x,..., h'n, 1).

From the fact that h' is negative on B'm it follows that

fm +  2   <WAii
*=i

<\„ + e;

from the fact that h' is negative on any elementykn, zj^ it follows that

\K{x'n) - pkn\< e.
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This is exactly what remained to be proved.

We now prove Theorem 2.4.

Let J he the set of pairs./' = (7), Xf) where Fj is a finite subset of (E1 /%)*

and Xj is a finite subset of E1/%. J is ordered bythe relation,/ < / if and

only if Fj C Fj' and Xj C Xj. The set of elements j = {/: j < j') has the

finite intersection property and, thus, can be extended to an ultrafilter T on

J. If we let n(j) he the number of elements in F¡ we notice that hmc¿n(j))~x
= 0.

For any element/of (Ef/%)* we define the element fj of E*1/<%L in such

a way that

if/ g Fj then fj is 0,
if/ G 75 n £*79L then/,, is/,
if/1,...,/" are elements of Fj and e,,..., e„ is a sequence of + and -

then

(*) 2 %/? < 2^A + (»(/))
-i

if / is in 7} and x is in A^

(**) \fj(x)-f(x)\<(n(j))-\

The fact that the mapping f-*fj exists follows from Lemma 2.2 and the

observation that (*) and (♦*) include only a finite number of inequalities.

We let <p: (£7/%)* -* (E*1/^/^ be defined by <b(f) = (fj)jej. We first

check <f> is norm preserving. Let/belong to (E'/%)*; if / G F} we get from

(*)

U\\<\\A\+("V)Vl
so that lim«vilj&ll < 11/11-

On the other hand let x be an element of norm 1 of E'/^l such that

f(x) <* \\f\\ - VI fr°m (**)we get as long as x E Xj and/ G Fj

\fj(x)-f(x)\<(n(j)yl

so that ||/,|| > f{x) - (n(j))-x. Finally lim^|^|| > f(x) > ||/|| - r,, as r, is

arbitrary, we get

>lim

To prove that <p is linear, it is enough to show that

\W)+m - m\\ <\\f+g
Iff, g, h are in Fj we get from (*)

A||.

\\fj + gj-hj\\<\\f+8-«\\+(»U))
-i
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so that

W) + <f>(g) - ml = fyU + Sj - hf[\ < II/+ g - h\\.

The fact that <b \ E*'/°a, is the canonical embedding from £*'/% into

(E*I/Gliy/cV is clear because if / E P) and/ £ E*1/% then/} = /.

We now define it: (E*1/6!!)*/*Y ̂>(E'/%)*; if g is the element of

(E*'/%Y/CÏ given by (g,),ey we let for x in E'/%,

TT(g)(x) = lim gj(x).

It is easy to see that tt is linear and that ||7r|| < 1. To finish the proof of the

theorem, it is enough to prove that, for any / in (E1/^)*, 7r(<K/)) = /•

Letting g = Tr(<b(f)) we have

g(x)=^fj(x);

but if/ is in Fj we have

\m-fj(*)\<(»oT\
so that

g(x) « lim ¿ (*)-/(*).

3. w-extensions of Banach spaces. The definition of «-extensions and

weak-«-extensions has been given in §1 (Definitions 1.2 and 1.3). The aim of

this section is to give local characterizations of these notions.

The following result is proved in [15, §6].

Proposition 3.1. Let E, F be Banach spaces, E Ç F; the following

conditions are equivalent:

(i) F is a u-extension of E.

(ii) For any finite dimensional subspace A of F and for any e > 0, there exists

an application <bA: A -» Esuch that

4>A IA n E is the identity,

$A is a 1 + e-isomorphism from A onto <bA(A).

If F is a weak-«-extension of E, there exists an isomorphism ̂  from F onto

a «-extension of E, F', such that $ is the identity on E; from this we get:

Proposition 3.2. Let E, F be Banach spaces, E Q F; the following

conditions are equivalent:

(i) Fis a weak-u-extension of E.

(ii) There exists a real number X such that for any finite dimensional subspace

A of F, one can find an application <¡>A: A -* E with the following properties:

<bA \ A n E is the identity,

<bA is a X-isomorphism from A onto <$>A (A).
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We now give a condition which is sufficient to ensure that a given space F

is a weak-w-extension of one of its subspaces E.

Theorem 3.1. Let E, F be Banach spaces, E C F; assume E is complemented

in F and F is finitely representable in E; then Fis a weak-u-extension of E.

It should be noticed that if F is a «-extension of E, the hypotheses of the

above theorem are "almost" satisfied in the following sense:

Proposition 3.3. Let F be a u-extension of E, then E** is complemented in

F** and F** is finitely representable in E**.

This result is implicit in [15]: it is proved in this paper that there exists an

application it: F-* E** such that:

NI < h
er f Tí is the canonical embedding i from E into E**.

But i**(E**) is complemented in E**** so that if m denotes a projection from

E**** onto i**(E**), ñ ° tr** is a projection from F** onto E** (we even get

||i? » ît**|| < 1). F** is finitely representable in F (by "local reflexivity"),

therefore, because 7^ is finitely representable in E, F** is finitely representable

in E, hence in E**.

Theorem 3.1 is a consequence of the following lemma, where E and F are

as in the theorem and where Q denotes a projection from F onto E.

Lemma 3.1. Let A be a finite dimensional subspace of (I — Q)F; for any

integer n and any 8 > 0, there exists a sequence of finite dimensional subspaces

of E, say Ax,..., A„, such that (1) each space Ak, 1 < k < ai, is 1 + 8-

isomorphic to A,

(2) ifSk denotes the unit sphere of Ak, then d(Sk, Sk) > \\Q\\~x(l + S)~x if

k =7*= k'. (d(Sk, Sk) is MxBSkVSSJx - y\\ as usual)

To prove the lemma it is enough to show by induction on ai that, for any ai,

there exist an ultrapower of E, EJ"/\ and a sequence of subspaces of

EJ-/\, Bx,..., B„, such that:

Bk, 1 < k < n, is isometric to A,

the mutual distances of the unit spheres of Bx,..., Bn are at least ||Q\\~l.

To get the lemma one carries back in E, via a 1 + S-isomorphism, the

space spanned by Bx,..., Bn.

The property to show is known for ai = 1 (with J„ = I and % = %). To

go from ai to ai + 1, consider the projection Q„ from FJ"/\ onto 7íj«/%

defined by &((x,W) = (ß(x,)W Let B„+x be the subspace AJ-/\ of
the ultrapower Ff"/i:Hn, where AJ"/\ is the set of elements (Xj)jeJm with

Xj G A; Bn+X is isometric to A. Now, if ||x|| = ||y|| = 1, x E Bk, k < ai, and

v E 5„+1 we have Q„(x — y) = x because Qn is 0 on i?„+, so that:

l = W = \\Qn(x -y)\\ < Hail ||* - v|| < ||61| ||X - V||
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or

\\x-y\\>\\Q\rl.
To finish the proof we just observe that Bx,..., Bn+X are subspaces of

FJ"/\ which is finitely representable in F, therefore in E, and thus is

isometric to a subspace of EJ"+,/\+x for some ultrafilter %+x on a set/n+1.

We now give the proof of the Theorem 3.1.a

Let W be a finite dimensional subspace of F. Let A be (/ - Q) W and let K

be the set of elements of Q(W) whose norm is at most 2. K is compact. We

claim that for a given £ > 0 there exists a subspace B of E, 1 + E-isomorphic

to^f, and such that if S denotes the unit sphere of B, d(S, K) > ||ß||-I(l -

£)/2. If this is not true we may pick an £'-dense sequence in K: xx,..., x„,

where e' = £||g||-l/4. We let Ax,..., A„+x; Sx,..., Sn+X, given by Lemma

3.1 with 8 = e/2; as we assume d(Sk, K) < ||ßU-1(l - £)/2 it follows easily

that there exist an index m, 1 < m < «, and two different indexes k, k\

Kk<k'<n + I such that

d(xm,Sk)<^Ll(l-l),

ä(xm,Sk,)<Wf(l-l);

we get

d(Sk,Sk.)<\\Q\\-x(l-±)

contradicting the choice of Sk, Sk.. Let t be a 1 + £-isomorphism from A onto

B.IfwE W, T(w) is defined by

T(w) = Q(w) + r(w- Q(w)).

We now show that for some real number X depending only on ||ß|| and e, T

is a A-isomorphism from W onto T(W). Also T is the identity on W n E; in

view of Proposition 3.2., the theorem follows. Clearly:

W*)|<[|fl+o + «xi + ifii)3w
In the other direction, we have

To check this, we consider two cases:

Case 1. ||ö(w)|| < 2||y|| where y = t(w - Q(w)); then it follows from

d(K,S)> HÔir'O-«0/2 that

2 The proof is modelled after the Lindenstrauss-Rosenthal proof that any complemented
subspace of an £p-space which is not an Ej-space is an £.-space.
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||ß (w) + v|| > —— (1 - c)||y|| > —— (1 - e)-2-

> ̂ ^ ( \=¿ ) O - ß(w)|| + llß(w)H).

Case2.||ß(w)||>2||v||;then

,.n, ,.   „. in/ ,. llßf»ll . llgfrOII + bll
||ß(w) +y|| > \\Q(w)\\ - \\y\\ >->-

>3oJr¡) oiß(w)ii + iiw-ß(w)ii)-

This finishes the proof.

Remark. Actually, it is not difficult to derive from the above inequalities

that there exists an application u> from F onto a «-extension of E, which is the

identity on E and is a (8|| ß ||(2|| ß || + l))-isomorphism.

4. Classes of Banach spaces closed under ultrapowers.

4.1. The classes S(E) and Q(E). Let E be a Banach space; the classes

S(E) and Q(E) have been defined in the introduction. It is easy to prove the

following result:

Proposition 4.1. S(E) is the class of Banach spaces finitely representable in

E.

In order to state a similar result for ß (Tí) we need a definition.

Definition 4.1. Let Tí be a Banach space; a local quotient space of Tí is any

space F which is isometric to the quotient of an ultrapower of 7Í by a closed

subspace.

Proposition 4.2. ß (Tí) is the class of local quotient spaces of E.

Proof. The only thing to check is the fact that the class of local quotient

spaces of Tí is closed under ultrapowers. So, assume F is the quotient space of

Ti7/% by one of its subspaces. Let it: E1'/% -» F be the canonical mapping

from E'/% onto its quotient space. Define #: (EI/SÜ,Y/CV^>FJ/CV by

ñ((Xj)jBj) = (ir(Xj))jeJ; clearly ||«r|| < 1. Now let y be an element of FJ/CV

given by (yf)jBJ; if e is a strictly positive real, then for each./ we may pick an

element xy- of E such that

w(x,)-yj   and   ||y,|| < ||x,.|| < ||y,|| + e

so that if x = (Xj)jeJ we get

H(x)=y   and   ||v|| < ||x|| < ||y|| + e.

This proves that F'fY is the quotient space of (EI/6líY/cY by the kernel

of ñ. The following theorem establishes duality properties.
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Theorem 4.1. Let E, F be Banach spaces:

(i) F is finitely representable in E if and only if F* is a local quotient space of

E*.
(ii) If F is a local quotient space of E, then F* is finitely representable in E*.

Theorem 4.1 is a consequence of Theorem 2.4 which shows that (E1/6^)*

is a complemented subspace of some ultrapower (E*I/Ga,y/cï.

We do not know if the converse of 4.1 (ii) is true and we ask the following

question:

Problem 4.1. Is E a local quotient space of E**1

4.2. The classes G. For the rest of the section, we let C be a class of Banach

spaces closed under ultrapowers. As in Definition 1.5, G is the class of

Banach spaces E such that there exists a «-extension F of E, isometric to an

element of C. We first state some basic facts about G.

Proposition 4.3. (i) G is closed under ultrapowers.

(ii) If a Banach space E has a u-extension in G then E belongs to G.

(iii) If C is closed under isomorphisms, then  G  is also closed under

isomorphisms.

As a corollary of 4.3(iii) we get

Corollary 4.1. Assume C is closed under isomorphisms; then G is exactly

the class of Banach spaces E such that there exists a weak-u-extension F of E,

which belongs to C.

We omit the proof of 4.3(h) and (iii). To prove (i), we show that whenever

F is a «-extension of E, F1/6^ is a «-extension of E1/6^. So we let A be a

finite dimensional subspace of F//% and £ > 0; we assume that A n E1'/%

is spanned by ax,..., ak where ||a,|| = • • • = ||aA|| = 1 and Oj, 1 < / < k,

is given by (aj)iel; aj E E; A is spanned by ax,..., ak; bx,... ,bp with

ll^ill = • • • = ll^ll and with bx = (b\)ieI etc. We let A, be the span of
a{,... ,a'k;b{,..., bp. By Proposition 4.1(h), for each i in/, we may pick T¡:

A¡ -» E such that:

Tt(aj) = aj, \<j<k.
Ti, is a 1 + £-isomorphism from A¡ onto T¡(A¡).

If we let T: M^AJ^IL -» E'/% be defined by T((x(.)ie/) = (T,(x,))tel then,
as n/e/^,/% is A, T is a 1 + £-isomorphism from A onto T(A) and T is the

identity on A n E1 /%. By Proposition 4.1 this proves that F1/6^ is a

«-extension of E1/%.

We now give some examples; the following proposition has already been

observed in [15].

Proposition 4.4. Let E be a Banach space; the following conditions are

equivalent:
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(i) Tí has a u-extension isomorphic to an Lp-space, 1 < p < oo.

(ii) Tí is an tp-space, i.e. there exists X such that for arty finite dimensional

subspace B of E there is a finite dimensional subspace C of E which includes B

and is X-isomorphic to an lp.

The above result shows that if C is the class of spaces isomorphic to an

Tj,-space, 1 < p < oo, G is the class of tp-spaces defined by Lindenstrauss

and Pelczyñski in [9]. Similarly if C is the class of spaces isomorphic to a

C(K)-space, G is the class of £„-spaces (for a proof see [15]).

In order to give one more example, we need first a definition (due to

Dubinsky, Pelczynski and Rosenthal [4]). Before we state this definition, we

recall that if x„ ..., x„ is an algebraic basis of a finite dimensional space, the

unconditional constant of the sequence x,,..., x„ is the real number p

p = sup 2 £,«,*,e, = ± 1, at E R, 2 «,*,
/-I

< 1

Definition 4.2. A Banach space Tí has a local unconditional structure (l.u.s.)

if there exists a real number X such that for any finite dimensional subspace B

of E there is a finite dimensional subspace C of Tí, which includes B and has

unconditional constant at most X.

It is proved in [5] that any Banach lattice has a l.u.s.

Proposition 4.5. A Banach space has a local unconditional structure if and

only if it has a u-extension isomorphic to a Banach lattice.

This result is implicit in [5], where the notion of «-extension is not used and

we only give a sketch of the proof.

Assume Tí has a l.u.s. and for each finite dimensional subspace B of Tí, pick

a finite dimensional subspace CB of Tí such that B C CB and CB has

unconditional constant at most À. Pick an ultrafilter % on the set © of finite

dimensional subspaces of Tí such that for any B in %, B E%, where

Ê = {B': B' D B). Clearly, WBtE:<&CB/'3ll contains an isometric copy of Tí and

is a «-extension of it. Also, WBe.%CB/% is A-isomorphic to a Banach lattice;

this is because each CB is A-isomorphic to a Banach lattice and because the

class of Banach lattices is closed under ultraproducts [2].

To prove the converse implication, it is enough to notice that if Tí has a

«-extension with a l.u.s. then Tí itself has a l.u.s. (apply Proposition 3.1).

Q.E.D.
From now on we assume C is closed under isomorphisms.

Theorem 4.2. Assume C is closed under isomorphisms, then a Banach space

E belongs to G if and only if its second dual E** belongs to G.

Proof. Assume Tí belongs to G; E** is a complemented subspace of an
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ultrapower E1'/% [15, Theorem 6.4]. By Theorem 3.1, E1'/% is a weak-u-

extension of E**; but by Proposition 4.3(i), G is closed under ultrapowers so

that E'/vtL belongs to G. By Corollary 4.1, it follows that £** belongs to G.

To prove the converse just notice that is** is a «-extension of E and use

4.3(h).
Using the same idea, we can obtain a more general result, which provides a

reasonably simple characterization of G.

Theorem 4.3.3 Assume C is closed under isomorphisms; then a given Banach

space E belongs to G if and only if there exists a Banach space L in C such that

(1) E** is isometric to a complemented subspace of L.

(2) L is finitely representable in E.

Remark. If c0 is finitely representable in E, then condition (2) is always

satisfied.

Proof. Assume first E belongs to G; let F be a «-extension of E, F E C;

by Proposition 3.3 is** is isometric to a complemented subspace of F**; F**

in its turn is complemented in some ultrapower F'/Gll. Let L be F7/%; as C

is closed under ultrapowers L belongs to C; clearly L is finitely representable

in E and E** is isometric to a complemented subspace of L.

Now, let E, L be given spaces, LE C and assume (1) and (2) hold. By

Theorem 3.1 L is a weak-w-extension of E** so that E** is in G, in view of

Theorem 4.2; this implies E E G.   Q.E.D.

4.3. The classes G, when C is the class of spaces isomorphic to an Lp-space.

The class of tp -spaces [9] is in some sense the class of Banach spaces

which are locally isomorphic to an Lp-space. If we want to define a class of

Banach spaces which share the "local properties" of the spaces isomorphic to

an Lp-space and if we are ready to admit that a "local" property is a property

preserved under ultrapowers (which is the underlying idea of the paper), then

it is natural to substitute for tp the class G (where C is the class of Banach

spaces isomorphic to an Lp-space). That these two classes coincide, at least if

1 < p < oo, is quite striking.

Theorem 4.4.4 Assume 1 <p < oo; any tp-space has an ultrapower

isomorphic to an Lp-space.

In the casep = 1 orp = oo we can only prove a weaker result:

3 In the case of Banach spaces with a l.u.s. this is an improvement of results in [5].

4 This result has an interesting meaning in the model-theory of Banach spaces. Let a

V3-formula be a formula which consists of a string of universal quantifiers followed by a string
of existential quantifiers and a quantifier free formula (we follow [15] for the terminology).

Implicit in [8] is the fact that the class of tp-spaces, 1 < p < oo, is the union of countably many

classes of spaces defined by a set of V3-formulas. Theorem 4.4 suggests that considering more

complicated formulas will not yield more information, contrary to what was expected.
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Theorem 4.5. Let E be a Banach space;

(i) If E is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of an Lx-space, E has an

ultrapower isomorphic to an Lx-space.

(ii) If E is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of a C(K)-space, E has an

ultrapower isomorphic to a C(K)-space.

Remarks. (1) Theorem 4.5(h) should be compared to the well-known

question: is any complemented subspace of a C(TQ-space isomorphic to a

C(TC)-space?

(2) We do not know if Theorem 4.4 is true forp = 1 orp = oo.

Problem 4.2. Find a Banach space E which is an tx-space (resp. t^-space)

and such that no ultrapower of E is isomorphic to an Lx-space (resp. to a

C(K)-space).

(3) Theorem 4.5 shows that the second dual of an £,-space (resp. £M-space)

has an ultrapower which is isomorphic to an L,-space (resp. L^-space).

Before we prove Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 we state some simple lemmas.

Lemma 4.1. (i) Let 1 < p < oo; any tp-space is isomorphic to a complemen-

ted subspace of an ultrapower Ij/^IL.

(ii) Any Lx-space is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of an ultrapower

Lemma 4.2. (i) Let 1 < p < oo, if H is (lp)K/%, then lp(H) is isometric to a

complemented subspace of H.

(ii) If H is Cq/%, then c0(H) is isometric to a complemented subspace of H.

Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let Tí be an tp -space; from Proposition 4.4 we know

that Tí has a «-extension isomorphic to an L^-space, F. Actually the proof of

this result (given in [15]) shows that we may assume F = II,6//p,'(/)/%. (To

define F, pick for any finite dimensional subspace B of Tí a subspace CB

A-isomorphic to /pdim c" and such that B QCB and choose an ultrafilter %

such that BE% where B = {B': B' D B); Fis nÄe///imCV%.)

Now if 1 < p < oo, Tí is reflexive, so that, by Proposition 3.3, Tí is

isomorphic to a complemented subspace of F; F is complemented in I 7/%;

to prove this, let ir¡: lp -» lf¡® he a projection of norm 1 and let it((x,)iel) ■

(ir¡(x¡))¡eI. This finishes the proof of Lemma 4.1(i). The proof fails for

£,-spaces by lack of reflexivity; it can be carried through for L,-spaces

because any L,-space is complemented in its second dual and therefore, by

Proposition 3.3, in any «-extension.

Proof of Lemma 4.2. We only prove the first statement; as lp(lp) is exactiy

lp, H is lp(lp)K/% so it is enough to prove that, for any Tí, lp(EK/%) is

isometric to a complemented subspace of (lp(E))K/%. Any element of

lp(EK/%) is a sequence (xn)„eN, where x„ E EK/SHS and 2~_,||xX < co.
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We let Z be the dense subspace of lp(EK/%) which consists of those

sequences which are eventually 0. (Z is not a closed subspace.) If x is an

element of Z, x = (xx,..., xN, 0,..., 0,... ) and if x„, 1 < « < N, is given

by (x„k)kBK we let <¡>k(x) be (xxk, ...,xNk, 0,... ,0,...). <bk(x) is an

element of lp(E) and

liston' = n*i*n' + • • • + 11'Mkir-
Wekt+(x)-(fc(x))fc«ir;

\i/p

\n-i

||<i»(x)||=lhn||c>A(x llxJI'

so that <b can be extended to an isometry ¿>: lp(EK/%) -» (^(E))*/6^. Now

if y is an element of (lp(E)yK/% given by (y^e* and if y* is the sequence

(ykn)n^N we let 7T„(y) = (yA„)teA:. «r, is a mapping from (//F))*/"^ into

EK/%; furthermore

2 ikooí-2 imiii^ii'-um i ii^nir<ibir
n-l n-l     "> ffl    n-l

so that GE^KOOU')1'' < M- Finally » ^W = KW)„eN. » is_an
apphcation from (lp(E))K/% into ^(¿V6^); il is easy to see that it ° <p is

the identity on Z and therefore on lp(E)K/% so that lp(E)K/% is isometric

to a complemented subspace of (lp(E))K/%.

Before we give the proof of Theorem 4.4 we make one more observation

which will be used repeatedly: if E is isomorphic to a complemented subspace

of F, then EJ/CÏ is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of FJ/CV. The

proof is straightforward: if <£ is an isomorphism from E onto a complemented

subspace of F and tt is a projection from F onto 4(E), then ¡j> defined by

<K(xj)jej) = (<Kxj))jej is an isomorphism from EJ/CV into i^/T and ñ

defined by ñ((yj)jej) m (v(yj))jej is a projection from ir//cY onto <¡>(EJ/CV).

Proof of Theorem 4.4. It is known that any tp -space (1 < p < oo) has a

complemented subspace isomorphic to lp (see [11, Proposition II, 5,5]). From

Lemma 4.1, we know that any tp -space, E (1 <p < oo), is isomorphic to a

complemented subspace of an ultrapower ///%.

By Theorem 2.1, there exists an ultrafilter lona set K such that lp/%

and (11/011)*/% are isometric. Let H be ///<¥, H is an ¿¿-space and the

following facts are true:

EK/% is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of H.

H is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of E*/6^.

lp(H) is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of H (this is proved in

Lemma 4.2(i)).

The Pelczyñski "decomposition method" [12] asserts precisely that the

above facts imply that H and EK/% are isomorphic. Q.E.D.
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The proof of Theorem 4.5(i) is exactly similar. To prove 4.5(h), we need one

more result due to Pelczynski [13].

Theorem 4.6 (Pelczynski). Let K be a compact metric space and Y be a

separable Banach space; if C(K) is isomorphic to a subspace of Y, then C(K) is

isomorphic to a complemented subspace of Y.

In the nonseparable case this theorem has the following consequence.

Proposition 4.5. Let Ü be a compact space and Z be a Banach space; if

C(fl) is isomorphic to a subspace of Z, then there exist an ultrapower of C(2),

Xx, and an ultrapower Z,, of Z, such that Xx is isomorphic to a complemented

subspace ofZx.

Proof. Let A" be a separable sublattice of C(ñ) which contains the unit as

an element and is such that X and C(S) have isometric ultrapowers. That

such an X exists is a consequence of Theorem 2.2. A" is a closed sublattice of

C(fi) with a unit, therefore A- is a C(K)-space for some compact K; as C(K)

is separable K may be chosen compact metric. C(K) is isomorphic to a

subspace of Z; we let <b stand for an isomorphism from C(K) into Z. By

Theorem 2.2, there is a separable Banach space Y such that

<b(C(K))Q Y CZand
Y and Z have isometric ultrapowers.

By Theorem 4.6, C(K) is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of Y. If

C(7Q7/qi, and C(fi//T are isometric it follows that C(QY/CV is isomorphic

to a complemented subspace of y7/%.

Now, it is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.1 that the relation L ~ M

defined by L and M have isometric ultrapowers is an equivalence relation.

Therefore y7/% and Z have isometric ultrapowers. Assume (Y'/%)'''/%' is

isometric to an ultrapower of Z, it follows that (C(Q//T)7'/%' is

isomorphic to a complemented subspace of an ultrapower of Z. Q.E.D.

We now prove Theorem 4.5(h). Assume Tí is complemented in C(Q). It is

known that any infinite dimensional complemented subspace £ of a C(fi)-

space, where ñ is a compact set, has a subspace isomorphic to c0 [11,

Proposition II.4.33]. By replacing Tí by a suitable ultrapower of Tí, Tí„ we may

assume Tí, has a complemented subspace isomorphic to an ultrapower of c0

and Ex is complemented in a space C(ß')- Now C(ß') is finitely representable

in c0 so it is a subspace of an ultrapower of c0; by Proposition 4.5, there is an

ultrapower of C(ß') isomorphic to a complemented subspace of an ultrapo-

wer of c0. Finally, by replacing Tí, by an ultrapower E2, we get the following

situation:

E2 has a complemented subspace isomorphic to c'/^i.

E2 is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of c^/'Y. We let % be an
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ultrafilter on a set K, such that (ct/OLf/W and (c¿/T)K/% are

isometric; if we let H = (c¿/<&?/%, E3 = Ef/%, we get

E3 is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of H.

H is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of Ey

cQ(H) is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of H (by Lemma 4.2(h)).

By the Pelczyñski decomposition method it follows that E3 and H are

isomorphic. But E3 is an ultrapower of E and H is isomorphic to a C(K)-

space; this finishes the proof.

5. Appendix. Proof of Theorems 2.2 and 23. In this appendix we consider

structures of the following type:

«-(1*1;+■.(«"),.**■)
where

|2Í| is a set (the domain of 21)

+M is a function from |31|2 to |3I|.

¿7a is a function from |3t| to |9i| for each rational number q.

B% is a subset of |9I|.

The appropriate language L to discuss such structures includes

variables (v¡)leN.

a binary function symbol +.

for each ¿7 E Q, a unary function symbol q-,

a unary predicate symbol B.

We assume the reader is familiar with model theory.

By a normed Q-space we mean a Q-vector space E with a mapping \\x\\

from E into R+ such that

||x+y||< ||x||+ ||y||

llf*ll = M 11*11. ?eQ, and
||x|| = 0 if and only if x is 0.

It is clear that to any normed Q-space E, one can associate a structure

2I(is ): + is interpreted by the addition in E, q • by the multiplication by q

and B by the set of elements of norm at most 1.

On the other hand if 93 is elementarily equivalent to 2I(is), it is possible to

associate to 53 a unique normed-Q-space [33] as follows: we first let LT^ = [x:

x E |53| and for some q > 0 (53, x) h B(q • v)). II8 is closed under +s as

the formula

Vu, Vv2 (/%, • o,) A B(q2 • v2) -* B(q3 ■ (vx + v2)))

is true in St(£) with qx > 0, q2 > 0 and q3 = qxq2/(qx + q¿. LT<b is also closed
under q9, q E Q. We now let

JV8 = [x: x E |53| and for all q > 0(53, x) 1= B(q • 0)}.

Nsg is closed under +m as the formula
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Vo, Vo2 (B(2q • vx) A B(2q • v2) -» B(q • (o, + v2)))

holds in 91(75"). Also N% is closed under q6. [93] is the quotient space W^/N^.

For any element x in üffl we let

||x|| = [sup{q: q > Oand (33, x) h 5(ç- v))]~\

To prove ||x + y|| < ||x|| + || v||, pick e > 0 and let qx, q2 such that \/qx <

||x|| + e, \/q2 < \\y\\ + e, and

(l)08,x)\=B(qx-v),
(2)(93,y)|=i?(?2-t>).

From (1) and (2) we get

(3)Ç8,x+y)\=B(q2qx/qx + q2-v)
because the formula

V«, V«2 \ß(qx ■ vx) A B(q2  v2)^b( ^^- -o, + o2)J

holds in SÍ(TÍ).

(3) implies

\\x+y\\<îl^r1<\\x\\ + \\y\\ + 2e,

as e is arbitrary we get ||x +y|| < ||x|| + ||v||. ||çx|| = |^| ||x|| for any

q E Q. ||x|| = 0 if and only if x is in N%.

Finally the space U^/N^ endowed with ||x|| is a normed-Q-space [93].

Lemma 5.1. If 93 and 93' are isomorphic and elementarily equivalent to 2Í(TÍ),

then [93] and [93'] are isometric.

Remark. An isometry from a normed Q-space onto another is a Q-linear

mapping which is norm preserving.

Proof. We let <f> be an isomorphism from 93 onto 93'. 4» is Q-linear and

maps ILg one-one onto 11%,, and N% one-one onto Nm.; therefore it induces a

Q-linear bijection ^ from [93] onto [SB']. To see that ^ is norm preserving

consider a given x in 11%

\\x\\ =[sup{q: q > 0 and (93, x) |= B(q■ »)}]"'

= [sup{9: q > 0 and (93', <p(x)) |= B(q ■ v)} ]"'= ||<f>(x)||.

Lemma 5.2. Let E be a Banach space; % an u-incomplete ultrafilter on a set

I; if E0 is a Q-vector space which is a dense subset of E, [^(Eq)'/%] is

isometric to E1/6^.

Remark. An ultrafilter % is «-incomplete if there exists a countable set of

pairwise disjoint sets (A„)„eN such that X„ G % and U fA^ = I.

Proof of the lemma. We let 93 stand for "Hi(Eoy/%, and we define a
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mapping ^: IL8-»is//%; assume x is the element of H^, (x,)ieI, then,

because x E 11$ there is a q > 0 such that (53, x) \= B(q • v); this means that

{/: \\qxt\\ < 1) E % so that (x,)/e/ represents an element in E1/6^; we let

i//(x) be this element. Clearly \p is linear, ip is norm preserving: to see that, we

have to show

lim \\x,\\ =[sup{¿/:¿7>0and(53,x)(=5(¿jr-ü)}]_1

but we have

sup{¿/: q > 0 and (53, x) \= B(q • v)} = sup{q: {/: ||¿/x(.|| < 1} E %}

= sup{9:9lim|W|<l} = (lmi||x|.||)~1.

\¡/ is onto: lety be in E1 /%, and assumey is given by (y,),e7; let (X„)ne]S be

a sequence of pairwise disjoint elements, X„ E %< and U f^n = ¡\ f°r a

given / E /, let n(i) be the unique integer such that i E Xn(i); for each i pick

x¡ in is0 such that ||x, - y¡\\ < l/n(i). Qearly (x,)ieJ is in the range of $ and

representsy as well as (y,)/e/-

To finish the proof of the lemma, it is enough to observe that <i> induces an

isometry from Ti^/N^ onto E1'/%.

We now give the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 which we restate.

Theorem 2.1. Let E be a Banach space, % an ultrafilter on a set I; T an

ultrafilter on a set J. There exist a set K and an ultrafilter % on K such that

the spaces (E'/^f/3^ and (E'/Tf/W are isometric.

Proof. The structures %(E)'/% and ^(EY/T are both elementarily

equivalent to 2l(is), therefore, by the Keisler-Shelah theorem, there exists an

ultrafilter <¥ on a set K such that ^(E)IxK/% X % and %(EYxK/°V X %

are isomorphic. By Lemma 5.1 it follows that [^(E)IxK/% X <¥] and

[%(EYXK/C{f X <¥ ] are isometric (as normed Q-spaces). By Lemma 5.2, this

means that EIxK/% X <¥ and EJxK/'Y X <¥ are isometric as normed

Q-spaces and therefore as Banach spaces. But EIxK/Gll X ^ is

(E1/%)*/% and EJxK/cV X % is (EJ/T)K/^ (by Proposition 2.1).

Theorem 2.2. Let E be a Banach space, F a separable subspace of E; there

exists a separable subspace L, F Q L C E, such that L and E have isometric

ultrapowers. Furthermore if E is a Banach lattice, we may assume L is a

sublattice of E.

Proof. Let F0 be a Q-vector space which is a dense countable subset of F.

By the Lowenheim-Skolem theorem there exists a countable structure, 53

which is an elementary substructure of 3i(is) and whose domain |53| contains

F0; if £ is a lattice we may assume |53| is closed under the lattice operations.
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We let L be the closure of |93| in Tí; L is a separable Banach space and if Tí is

a lattice L is a closed sublattice of Tí. By the Keisler-Shelah theorem, there

exists an «-incomplete ultrafilter fona set K such that 93*/ % and

<&(E)K/% are isomorphic. By Lemma 5.1, it follows that [93JC/6W] and

[^(E)*/6^] are isometric. By Lemma 5.2 it means that LK/% and EK/61¡S

are isometric.   Q.E.D.
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